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Brick is used widely for its utility
and convenience and its tendency to improve with age, as
Charles Rattray suggests in considering the 2009 Brick Awards.
But beyond practical matters,
the infinite possibilities of texture and colour, bonding and
pointing can transform this
ancient material into a source
of interest and beauty, as many
of the projects in this issue of
the Brick Bulletin demonstrate.
Jayne Rolfe
To find out more about the bricks or pavers
in featured projects, or to submit work, email
brick@brick.org.uk or phone 020 7323 7030.
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Brick Awards 2009
The winners of the 2009 Brick Awards were
announced at a ceremony held on 4 November
in London. The jurors selected 14 winners from
over 180 entries characterised, as jury chair Bob
Allies observed, by quality and diversity.
Among the winners were Short & Associates’
Berkhampstead school for Best Landscape

Ryder Architecture in Newcastle
Ryder Architecture has received planning
approval for what is said to be the UK’s first
dedicated transplantation institute. Due to
be constructed at the Freeman Hospital in
Newcastle, the £30m building will include
four operating theatres, critical care and
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(above left) and Glenn Howells’ High Cross in
Leicester for Best Private Housing Development
(above, centre). Swindon Library (above, right)
took the Sustainability Award. A new HQ building in Leatherhead, designed by dn-a (below,
left) took the Commercial Building award, while
three developments by Morris Homes took the
Volume Housebuilding award (below, centre),
and VB Contracts won Specialist Brickwork

inpatient wards, outpatient facilities and a
100-seat lecture theatre. Planned around
a central courtyard, the four-storey building
employs a range of materials, including
blue engineering brick with raked joints,
pre-patinated copper rainscreen cladding
and full-height curtain wall glazing with
a brise soleil.

Contractor of the year for three projects including one at Queen Margaret University,
Edinburgh (below right).
Many projects showed an interest in the ornamental and textural possibilities of brick, a subject explored by Charles Rattray on page 12,
where the remaining winners are also shown.
Details on all of the winning and shortlisted
projects can be seen at www.brick.org.uk.
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Architecture plb in Andover

, there are many people who cannot purchase homes yet need accommodation from which to work or as a base.
, as crucial workforce as well as adding diversity to the com, yet the existing Mandurah housing stock does not currently cater them to. Housing options that address the possibility
.
, especially for a workforce that increasingly is driven by a re. Rather than a suburban density at only half its potential shared spaces
.

About Face winner announced

Brick chair stars at 100% Design

A hostel for the homeless by Perth-based
practice Coda (top) has won About Face 2009,
Think Brick Australia’s design ideas competition. Commendations went to Sydney’s Draw
for the redevelopment of Yagoona town centre
(middle) and Brisbane’s Owen & Vokes for a
suburban remodelling proposal (above).

Bespoke furniture designer and manufacturer Andy Martin Workshop has used brick
to create a striking and unusual chair
design. Unveiled at London’s 100% Design
show last September, the piece is constructed entirely from resin bonded and
structurally reinforced red brick. The bricks

were stacked and bonded accurately in a
mould and, once set, carved by hand into
the desired shape. Commissioned for the
show’s 100% Inspiration feature, Andy
Martin said, ‘[Brick] is such an iconic
British building material that I thought it
worth pursuing for inspiration. Individually
a brick seems characterless, but with others
it has the possibility to be poetic.’

Architecture plb in conjunction with Radian
has won a competition to design a residential scheme for a site in Andover,
Hampshire. Currently owned by Test Valley
BC, the land-locked site has been released
for development as affordable housing.
Comprising 17 houses at a density of 40
dwellings per hectare, the £2.3m scheme is
designed to relate to the surrounding
residential context while also creating a
sense of privacy and minimising overlooking.
Predominantly single-storey, the accommodation is enclosed by a brick ground floor
‘garden wall’, creating internal south-facing
courtyards. Raised timber-clad pods and
green roofs refer back to the allotments and

White brick for hospital mortuary

Cross cultural exchange in Nepal

Due to start on site in February, the West
Wales General Hospital mortuary in
Carmarthen by Nightingale Associates will
make extensive use of brick to create a calm
and protective environment for visitors, and
to complement the surrounding medical
facilities. A white brick has been specified
to provide a contrast of light and shade
across the elevations throughout the day,
and to give the building a sculptural quality.
Variation in the masonry is provided
through the use of different brick bonds –
stack between the window openings and
stretcher on the blank walls.

A group of 25 architecture students from
the University of Frankfurt have completed
an ambitious and unusual project by designing and constructing a sculptural brick
tower in Bhaktapur, Nepal. Aimed at exploring the cultural differences between brick
building in Europe and Asia, the students

Skin deep: the art of masonry
A brick wall in the centre of Ashford, Kent,
is playing host to a new public art project
by Cathy Streeter. Entitled, ‘Till the Cows
Come Home, the work comprises images of
cattle – chased into the masonry using an
angle grinder – together with sounds of

livestock, auctions and people talking about
their memories. ‘The idea was that the wall
has witnessed many events over the years
and has stood as the boundary between the
cattle market and the town’, explains
Streeter. ‘It is now in its twilight years and is
giving up some of its memories. It was really
important to me that I did not add anything

sheds that previously occupied the site.
Brick was selected as a robust, warm
material for the public realm and to match
the surrounding estate. It will be used in a
range of ways, including perforated screen
walls to the courtyards and panels of
contrasting bonding next to entrances.
The scheme is intended to attain level four
of the Code for Sustainable Homes.
initially produced prototype brick designs in
a range of formats and surface designs.
From these, 13 were selected and the models in clay, cardboard and wood were sent to
a Nepalese brick maker who produced a
limited run of 3600 specials. The tower was
constructed in 24 days using the students’
bricks together with 20,000 fired and
unfired locally-produced bricks.

to the surface of the wall. The work called
for an integral approach’.
Also using brick as a canvas is design studio
Timorous Beasties, which has developed a
laser cutting technique for ‘etching’ intricate drawings onto brick (above right). The
individual designs join at the edges of the
bricks allowing larger murals to be created.
BB WINTER 09 • 5

PROJECTS

Above Mexican 2x4x8 inch bricks were used, smooth in
regular running bond for the window facades and interiors,
and rough with headers in the windowless facades.
Credits Architect: Alejandro Aravena, Ricardo Torrejón with
Cotera & Reed (Texas); Texas team: Tiffani Erdmanczyk,
Adam Pyrek, Travis Hughbanks, Leyla Shams, Joyce Chen;
Chile team: Victor Oddo, Rebecca Emmons; project manager: HS&A; contractor: Flitco; structure: Datum Engineers;
MEP engineer: ACR Engineering; waterproofing consultant:
WJE Assocs; civil engineer: Bury & Partners; landscape:
Sasaki Associate, RVI Planning; curtain wall: Acura Systems.

Rough and smooth

Chilean architects Alejandro
Aravena and Ricardo Torrejón
have completed an all-brick
student dormitory at St Edward’s
University in Austin, Texas.
6 • BB WINTER 09

There were two debates running in parallel
in this project, writes Alejandro Aravena. One
concerned the programmatic requirements,
and the other, referred to as ‘compliance
with masterplan’, was far less explicit and
emerged mainly in meetings. This was the
question of the language and appearance of
the building and its relation to the older
buildings of the campus.
The assignment was to provide dormitories
with 300 beds, dining facilities and student
services for St Edward’s University. We
thought that a dorm is like a monastery: it’s
about how to organise a collection of repetitive cells and relate them to larger special elements. Just as monks’ cells relate to a refectory and chapel, here the student rooms relate

to the dining hall and common facilities.
Both are concerned with atavistic activities:
sleeping, studying and eating, or perhaps
feeding the body and soul and digesting.
For us there were two paradigms – Alvar
Aalto’s Baker House at MIT, where a meandering form of repetitive units accommodates the special elements; and Louis Kahn’s
Erdman Hall, where the cells enclose and
define a core, with the whole synthesised as a
single operation. We wanted to participate in
this historical sequence and made our statement not in plan but in section: we used the
communal functions as a plinth, a public
base for the private units on top. We also created an articulated footprint, but instead of
making it as a response to a geographic

was an architect. It wasn’t a debate that might
happen among architects, based on ideological, abstract principles, but rather one
among citizens, so it became very concrete –
not better, nor worse, but concrete.
In a seminar or paper, the discussion would
tend to concern ethics, ideas and theories.
But with a broader audience the debate is
about elements – not openings in a volume

but windows in a wall; not crowning an object
but how the roof appears; not the quantity of
lines necessary to define a solid but about its
decoration. For that reason, the drawings
had to be realistic: we were not communicating an aesthetic or visualising space – this was
about the specificity of matter.
We tried to balance abstraction (a solid
excavated to make it inhabitable) with con-

creteness (a building that looks something
like the others on campus). We tried to
escape figurative languages: no pastiche or
aping old buildings, and no antiseptic ‘lookat-how-cool-I-am’ boxes. But the real challenge project was not architectural but personal – this is my first project outside Chile.
Many architects build around the globe as if
it was a natural thing; for me it’s not. I’ve had

to design in English rather than Spanish and
to think in feet and inches instead of metres.
I had to transpose from a culture of scarcity
to one of abundance. Where I want tightness,
my clients may see meanness, where I want
compression, users may see invasion. But
mainly I had to go from the third world to
the first – this wasn’t easy and I didn’t ever
get used to it.

event, we did it to increase the perimeter of
the building so that every room had a view
and daylight without compromising privacy.
We also wrapped the strip around a void, but
instead of doing it to conform to the shared
spaces, we made it to introduce outdoor
spaces, adding a topological dimension to a
campus that until now comprised solids on a
field. All the common rooms face this
‘Cartesian canyon’, so the entire project can
be seen as an order of degrees, from public
to intermediate to common to private.
There was also the underlying task of determining the appropriate architectural language so as to relate to the rest of the campus. This discussion took place with and
among the board of trustees, none of whom
BB WINTER 09 • 7

Ordered addition

Designed by Thomas Ford & Partners, the
new infirmary and refectory building at the
Benedictine Malling Abbey in Kent, which
was founded in 1090 by Archbishop
Gundulph, replaces temporary accommodation dating back to 1935. The common room
of the infirmary is on the route to the refectory, ensuring that sick and elderly nuns maintain contact with their community. Taking its
form from the existing lower ground level,
the new building is a simple rectangular volume with a southerly aspect and views over
the abbey grounds. A linear rooflight introduces sun and daylight into the back of the
space and facilitates cross ventilation.
External walls are in English bond loadbearing brickwork with a heavily insulated
and drylined inner skin. Deep thresholds are
provided to the windows and cell doors. Tile
creasing directly over the earlier rag stone
perimeter walls establishes a level base for the
new brickwork. A red semi-engineering brick
is used for the lower courses, built partly off
the existing walls and partly off new concrete
trench foundations. Above this a soft red
brick is used. Although the two bricks are similar in colour, the harder character and
browner tone of the semi-engineering brick
complements the rag stone, while the softer
brick relates to the clay tiles of adjoining roofs
and facades. To avoid movement joints at the
transition between the brickwork supported
on existing walls and that built off new foundations, a weak lime mortar is used with local
brick course reinforcement.
Credits Photos: Paul Riddle.

Painterly approach

Atelier Building at Amsterdam’s
Rijksmuseum by Cruz & Ortiz

We like to say that our buildings are endowed
with a certain opacity, writes Cruz & Ortiz.
They pretend not to be evident, they do not
share the sketchy condition so frequent
nowadays, but we would like to think that, at
the same time, they keep much of the freshness of the original idea. We have worked on
many existing buildings as we have also
designed new buildings in sensitive historic

environments – in the case of the
Rijksmuseum Atelier Building we faced both
situations. Our method is not to use juxtaposition or contrast as the sole strategy, as is
often the case, but to mix our architecture
with the existing in order to produce a new
building that seems to arise naturally.
Of course we thought of transferring to the
Atelier Building some of the formal character

or the same materials to be used in the new
buildings of the Rijksmuseum [the reconfiguration of the main building by Seville-based
Cruz & Ortiz is due to complete in 2013]. But
the idea was to make a building of extreme
functional effectiveness that was ‘obsessed’
with north light. Despite its proximity to the
Rijksmuseum, the location presented characteristics that demanded a specific function.

The building had to face two problems; on
the one hand how to connect with the ‘villa’,
the retained part of the Veiligheidsinstituut,
and on the other, following the lines that
planning allowed, to create a recognisable
silhouette on Museumplein.
At the outset we were unsure whether to
use brick or another material for the eastand west facades of the Atelier Building. We
were concerned with the question of
whether we should make a contrast with the
existing building or opt for a more hybrid
connection. Given the fact that brick is a
typically Dutch material (and, significantly,
activities in the building are concerned with
the restoration of and research into mostly
Dutch art), and that the neighbourhood is
full of late-nineteenth century industrial
and residential brick buildings, we decided
it was logical that we should use bricks too.
In order to meld as much as possible with
the existing building we searched for a brick
with the same appearance as the existing
one, although in the new building we have
used it in a contemporary idiom.
Credits Photos: Duccio Malagamba.
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Fields of dreams

Brick lends consistency to a lowcost housing development in Spain
Madrid architect Luis Martinez Santa-Maria
has completed the Mocejón housing development on the outskirts of Toledo. From a distance the two brick blocks appear like elongated ingots, their abstract, floating forms refering to the trains that pass nearby through the
fields of Castille. Entrances are hidden within
small courtyards, each shared by two houses.
The apparent lack of doors, together with long
horizontal windows, disguise the small dimensions of the individual dwellings. The brick
patterns respond to the local wheatfields.
Credits Photos: Roland Halbe.
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House on the hill

Jonathan Clark Architects’ extension to a
1930s house in Muswell Hill, north London
provides a large open-plan entertaining
area. The 11-metre-wide extension has
three-metre-high ceilings and long skylights
to bring light into the room.
‘Rather than extend in a totally contrasting material’, says Jonathan Clark, ‘we
decided to build as close to the existing

brickwork as possible to give the house
more substance and cohesion with the new.
In terms of surface materials the extension
relates to the existing house while in terms
of scale it totally ignores it. As you get closer to the extension, the existing house
seems to disappear.’
A steel box frame forms the wide opening
of the extension and supports the over-

hanging brick-clad canopy. The rear steels
were slightly cambered to support the
weight of the new bricks and slips. Stainless
steel cramp plates were adapted to support
the slips to the underside of the canopy
and coordinate with the 10mm mortar
joints without being visible. All slips were
cut by 45 degrees on external corners in
order to disguise their thickness.

Restaurant
Entrance

Ground Floor Plan

Mews composition

B

A

The site of Christian Garnett Partners’ project
at 3-7 Portman Mews South, set within central
London’s Portman Conservation Area, was
occupied by a variety of dilapidated period
buildings. The Portman Estate required a
building withSection
offices
above retail/restaurant, Second Floor Plan
BB
and the City of Westminster stipulated that it
should reflect the local character. At first the
facade of number three was to be retained but
in the event it was demolished and rebuilt.
Historic plot divisions are retained, with the
elevation designed as a group of individual
buildings within an overall composition.
Section AA
Ground Floor Plan
Careful attention has been given to window
proportions, metalwork, string courses and
cornices to ensure that the buildings work
together. London stock brick, slate roofs and
timber windows are used to cohere with local
materials. The chosen brick combined traditional hand-made quality while allowing crisp
detailing and complement the contemporary
fenestration.
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Second Floor Plan

3-7 Portman Mews South
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Detail elevation of brickwork ‘dovecote’

PROFILEo
The 2009 Brick Awards winners show
welcome signs of a resurgence of interest
in the decorative, sculptural and textural
qualities of brick, says Charles Rattray.

Study model for heat recovery unit
‘dovecote’ ventilation openings

In the kitchen of my granite house – a house
surrounded by other granite houses in what can still
be characterised as a granite city – I have exposed a
brick party wall. Even though its red bricks were
made locally, in one of a number of such brickworks
now long gone, their exposition in these geological
circumstances now appears like a display of a rare
material. Their size, too, is unusual: they measure
from 230 to 250mm long by 80 to 90mm high – an
irregularity accommodated by generous 20mm
lime-mortar joints. All this is a reminder that the
recurring question from the office apprentice of
‘how big is a brick?’ is not always as easy as the
answering chorus would suggest and, furthermore,
that brickwork, with all its varieties of texture,
bonding, colour and pointing, is a distinct area of
interest with a richness all its own.
12 • BB WINTER 09

Because brick is such a common building material
– deservedly popular because of its utility, its handsized convenience and its tendency to look better
with age – relatively few buildings attract any
comment related to its use. Those that do (and
some of the most recent are marked by the 2009
Brick Awards in these pages) make a subtle and
intriguing play on everyday usage and material constraints but, in doing so, they often prompt us to
recall Louis Kahn’s much-quoted musing of the
1960s, ‘I asked the brick what it wanted to be’. It is
not difficult to imagine a number of possible
responses. If we continue with Kahn’s personification, a suitably conversational brick might want to
be gauged, moulded, or even carved into part of a
Corinthian capital; it might want to be a dentil or a
corbel; it might even admit to wanting to be special.

Louis Kahn’s brick replied ‘I want to be an arch’
and in so saying made a link, unusual for the time,
to a historical past – in this case to the architect’s
beloved ancient Rome.
Nevertheless, for the majority of Modern architects of the twentieth century, any similarly historical or craft-based answers to Kahn’s question were
inconceivable; changed economic circumstances
meant that the expression of craft even in an arch –
let alone in the resourceful and virtuoso work that
John Summerson had come to call ‘artisan mannerism’ – was all but gone. And besides, a new architectural morality had effectively censored the range of
options. Whether they were built of brick or not,
most buildings were brick-shaped.
Consider Mies van der Rohe, whose pair of brick
villas at Krefeld (completed in 1930) celebrate

Winter:
Cold air drawn in via undercill slot is warmed via
exchange of heat recovered from the room and its
occupants.

Mock up for testing of heat
recovery unit design

Prototype ventilation insert
for ‘dovecote’ openings

Summer:
Ventilation increased to prevent excessive room
temperatures. This complements the passive cooling
strategies of exposed thermal mass and solar shading.

Detail of sample ‘dovecote’
brickwork

Completed instal
brickwork

Above Christ’s College, part of a Guildford education campus designed by
DSDHA which won both Best Educational Building and the Supreme
Award at the 2009 Brick Awards (ph: Hélène Binet, DSDHA). The awards
jury chair, Bob Allies, observed that among the entries there were
‘an intriguing number of new schemes whose architects are exploring
innovative ways in which bricks and, it is worth saying, the spaces between
the bricks – the joints – are being employed’. At Christ’s College, the joints
are used to form ventilation slots reminiscent of a dovecote. The diagrams
show the operation of the ‘dovecote’ heat recovery system in winter (left),
when cold air drawn in via the under-silll slot is warmed by heat recovered
from the room, and summer (right) when ventilation is increased to
complement passive cooling strategies of exposed thermal mass and solar
shading. Key: 1 brick outer leaf of wall; 2 aluminium cill and head lining,
3 brick return, 4 aluminium window, 5 special ventilation opening in
brickwork ‘dovecote’, 6 ventilation plenum, 7 concrete inner leaf,
8 heat recovery and ventilation unit, 9 concrete slab with screed,
10 heat exchange unit.
Left Reflective brick in the facade of Pond Meadow school, part of the
Guildford education campus designed by DSDHA (ph: Tim Soar). The same
brick is used on both buildings but the difference in treatment gives each
its own identity. The smooth fourth face of Pond Meadows contracts with
the deeply recessed openings of Christ's College. Both buildings are carefully detailed and skilfully built. The Brick Awards judges were struck by the
way the architects have exploited the visual quality of the deep maroon
semi-glazed brick, which appears almost silver when reflecting light.
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extraordinary precision and clear tectonics in the
English bond he so admired. His maxim was puritanical: no brick would be cut (what? – not even
one?). But the reality was different: a recent analysis
by Kent Kleinman and Leslie van Duizer has shown
that, with a half-brick thickness to the outer skin, all
the headers are cut. So the English bond in the finished villas turns out to be a contrivance, a surface
condition, partly explained by the houses’ reliance
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on a steel frame to the point where, according to
these researchers, ‘the brick is suspended by steel as
much as steel is supported by brick’, and partly perhaps by the fact that with Mies, as with Palladio and
his interest in harmonic proportion, the intellectual idea on the drawing board was as important as
the reality on site.
Then consider Sigurd Lewerentz. Working with
bricks that are larger than usual, probably following

a Scandinavian tradition that ecclesiastical or royal
buildings might be distinguished by the different
size of the constructional unit, his free proportioning of mortar to dark brick at the church complex
of St Mark in the suburbs of Stockholm (completed
in 1960) is such that it is frequently read as a
metaphor representing the bark of the surrounding
birch trees. But even in this naturalistic materiality,
Lewerentz insisted that no bricks should be cut and

that no specials should be used; the identity and
essential simplicity of the single standard brick unit
was a key generating idea of the scheme.
Such austerity would have puzzled Lutyens, who
enjoyed producing textural effects in brickwork by
incorporating tiles on edge or using bricks of different
sizes to change the rhythm in a facade. It was to
Lutyens, and in particular to the Deanery at nearby
Sonning, that Hives Architects looked when it
designed Adshead Park, which won the Best
Craftsmanship Award in the 2009 Brick Awards. The
complexity of the composition meant that the bricklayers were faced with what might be described as a
number of test pieces, for example where square turrets extend from a round tower, utilising special bricks
that change from a radius to a flat surface. Thirty-four
different special bricks are used in this tower alone.
The handmade bricks of 50mm height (as opposed to
the standard 65mm) are laid in thinner than usual
mixed lime mortar beds of 7mm. This recalls the old
English vernacular that Lutyens enjoyed; there is a
delicacy about this sizing but here it also helps to
increase the apparent scale of the house.
The Brick Awards for both the Best Educational
Building and the best of the best this year (the

Supreme Award) went to DSDHA for its work on
the Guildford Education Campus (an ensemble
made by a Church of England secondary school and
Pond Meadow, a school for children with special
needs). Here the same bricks are used for both
buildings and they are large-sized: 90mm deep with
a face of 290 by 52mm. For the undulating form of
the Pond Meadow building, the folded facets of the
elevation employ the bricks in a running stretcher

Opposite, top Church Street, designed by Alford Hall Monaghan Morris,
won the Best Public Housing Award.
Opposite, bottom Adshead Park, by Hives Architects, winner of the Best
Craftsmanship Award (Feltham Construction was the contractor); The
Chadwick Centre, Berkhamsted School, by Short & Associates, winner of
Best Landscape Project (ph: Paul Riddle).
Above The Fuglsang Kunstmuseum in Denmark, by Tony Fretton Architects,
won the Worldwide Brick Award. The facades are constructed in brick to
match existing agricultural buildings, but its specialness is signified by the replacement of stretcher bond with quarter bond brickwork (ph: Hélène Binet).
Below Hull Truck Theatre, by Wright & Wright, winner of Best Public Building.
Brick is used to clad the building inside and out with a plinth of glazed bricks
that, like the paving, extend from the street into the internal foyers.
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Left 21 Westgrove Lane, Greenwich, London,
designed by Pierre d’Avoine Architects, won the
Refurbishment – Geoff Flower Memorial Award
(ph: Rachel Whiting). The project reordered a
house built in 1965, replacing rotting timber
spandrels with patterned brickwork.
Right, below House 1 and House 2, Donnybrook,
Dublin, designed by TAKA, winner of Best
International Project. The project involved the
refurbishment of a Victorian House and the construction of a new mews house to the rear. The
lower level of the existing house, the garden space
and the mews house are linked by the use of
brick. The projecting brick layer on the front of
the mews house is echoed as a mesh of brickwork
on the rear elevation. The holes in the mesh allow
ventilation to the rooms behind. Both houses have
exposed brick internally. Circulation in the mews
house is around a brick chimney while in the dining space of the existing house a brick wall incorporates a glazed brick mural.
Bottom Bath House, Barking Central II, designed
by Allford Hall Monaghan Morris, winner of the
Innovative Use of Brick and Clay Products Award.
This large brick-clad residential building is a good
example of designers and brick manufacturers
working together to achieve something new.
The designers wished to incorporate pattern and
texture to provide relief and interest on the brick
facades. After discussion this was achieved by
introducing a cant brick every fourth brick in the
horizontal coursing with the cant stepping over
one and a half bricks each vertical course.
Special bricks were produced to form the base
of the openings. The result is a dappled pattern
across the facade.

bond lapped by a third of their length. This gives a
sense of both a horizontal movement across the
facade that continues through the folds by means of
special bricks and a secondary, more dynamic, reading of diagonals stepping up the wall. At the secondary school, where the form is orthogonal and more
static, the same brick and lapping is used but here
broken into a pattern of alternate layers so that the
diagonal progression of perpends no longer reads.
So the brickwork of this remarkable and sophisticated pair of buildings is matched to the character
of the building. There are two further refinements.
One lies in the quality of the bricks themselves;
their semi-glazed surfaces become iridescent as the
light changes and so their basic colour of deep
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maroon can appear almost silver when reflecting
light. The other can be seen below the window sills
of the secondary school where open perpends allow
air to be drawn into combined heat recovery and
ventilation units.
In this year’s Best International Project, TAKA
opens more than perpends in its design of a mews
house in Dublin, one of two projects for two generations of the same family. A renovated Victorian
house for the parents shares a rear garden with a
mews house for one of their daughters. The mews
house facades take their key from the Flemish-bond
brickwork walls of the Victorian house so there is a
common constructional context for both. But the
newer house separates the Flemish bond into two

layers and then situates the house between them.
The result is extraordinary. The more extrovert
front facade receives the layer with the projecting
headers, which oscillates in appearance from optical art to organic mass depending on natural light
conditions. In a quasi-natural way, the rear facade
materialises as the resultant honeycomb: a mesh of
brickwork where the headers on the front have left
holes. In a way reminiscent of Kahn, the exposed
windows on this facade are left as clear viewing
panels; ventilation is dealt with by blank panels
concealed behind the honeycomb layer. The
unorthodox bonding of both facades results in
several exposed faces and so a low efflorescence and
high frost resistance brick was selected.

The decorative quality that TAKA has achieved
throughout this series of spaces is a constructive
one, integral to the nature of brickwork. More than
a poetic reflection on the brick, as one might say of
Lewerentz, this is a poetic reflection also on brickwork and on Modernism itself insofar as it subjects
Mies’ dilemma at Krefeld to a creative critique. It is
an intellectual building then, cerebral and completed with wit, but it also conveys a powerful sense of
‘home sweet home’. Remarkably, this was TAKA’s
first project; the practice and its brickwork are
worth watching.
Charles Rattray lives in Aberdeen and teaches at the University
of Dundee. He is Associate Editor of Architectural Research
Quarterly and co-author of Rationalist Traces (Wiley, 2007).
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PRECEDENT

The Glass House
Philip Johnson’s own Glass House
played with convention, using
heavyweight brick to create
a robust yet luxurious interior,
in counterpoint to the ethereal
transparency of the skin.
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In 1946 Philip Johnson bought the first five acres of what
would become his 47-acre (19 hectare) estate in New
Canaan, Connecticut. The Glass House was completed three
years later, the first of several buildings designed for the site
– though the neighbouring Brick House, which forms a
deliberate ensemble with the Glass House, was completed a
few months earlier. Over almost half a century the site came
to resemble, in Johnson’s own words, the ‘diary of an eccentric architect’, with a series of architectural essays exploring
the diverse themes and styles that Johnson adopted in the
course of his career. The swimming pool, earth-sheltered
Painting Gallery (1965), Sculpture Gallery in load-bearing
brick (1970) and library/study (1980) were followed by several follies: the perspectivally deceptive Lake Pavilion, the
1985 Lincoln Kirstein Tower, a precipitous concrete stair,
and the 1982 Ghost House, a chain-link homage to Frank
Gehry, enveloped by vegetation. The last new building to be

constructed on the site, Da Monsta (1995), is a late experiment with the language of deconstruction and was intended
to be the visitor centre following Johnson’s donation of the
Glass House to the National Trust for Historic Preservation
in 1986. Since 2007 that organisation has opened the Glass
House and grounds to the public.
Though chiefly notable – as the name suggests – for its use
of glass in a play of transparency and reflection, it is the contrast with the solidity of brick that gives the house its particular character. Like Mies van der Rohe’s contemporary
Top left The Glass House and neighbouring Brick House, the second building
Johnson designed for the site, which was completed in 1950 a few months before the
Glass House. The single-storey guest house is actually of timber frame construction
with a brick skin. A grass court links the two buildings. Both houses are 56 feet long,
but the Brick House is only half as deep as the Glass House.
Above Original floor plans of the Glass House (top) and Brick House.
Right Walls consist of 18-feet-wide floor-to-ceiling plate-glass sheets fixed with angle
brackets between charcoal-painted steel I-beam piers.
Credits Photos: Richard Powers.
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Farnsworth House, Johnson dissolved the solid exterior skin
of the building. But while Mies’ building is suspended above
the earth, leaving ‘the purity of the cage... undisturbed’ as
Johnson himself observed, at the Glass House those heavy
elements are relocated to the interior where they form floor,
column, partition and hearth.
Like many buildings of its age and type – including, notoriously, the Farnsworth House – the Glass House has
required significant upgrading and maintenance. Its profound simplicity resulted in details that over time have
allowed water ingress between the steel window frames and
the brickwork, causing rust which itself leads to cracking of
the bricks and further water ingress. The brick plinth and
steel window frames, originally intended to sit flush, have
moved out of alignment as the brick has become displaced.
Nevertheless, a recent survey found that the brick elements
of the house are generally holding up well.
The glass and steel structure sits on a brick base – in fact
a brick finish on a concrete slab, incorporating radiant heat
piping. At each edge four courses laid in Flemish bond are
visible above ground, and sit on the foundation wall that also
supports the floor slab.
A brick cylinder housing the bathroom and fireplace
extends through the roof. Like the floor, the cylinder is constructed of glazed brick in various shades of deep reds and
browns with lighter coloured flecks. Inside the bathroom the
curved walls are covered in leather tiles with bevelled edges,
the same dimensions as the bricks and arranged in the same
running bond as the bricks on the exterior.
The floor is laid in a herringbone pattern, although some
of Johnson’s 1948 detail drawings show that a chequerboard
alternative was considered. It is waxed to bring out purple
tones in the brick and give it a rich, warm sheen.
Left Waxing the floors gives the red brick a purplish lustre.
Right The brick cylinder is the only element within the house that bridges the gap
between floor and ceiling. Johnson’s 1948 detail drawings give the circumference of
the cylinder as 32’5”, comprising 97 half bricks (3.75”) with a 0.25” mortar joint. The
white rug sits like a raft on a sea of brick, creating a room within a room.
Credits Photos: Richard Powers.

Richard Powers’ photographs of the Glass House, along with 99 others, are
published in The Iconic House (Thames & Hudson, 2009).
Tickets for the 2010 opening season at the Glass House are on sale from
January 2010. Details: http://philipjohnsonglasshouse.org
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TECHNICALo

Location of brickwork
A External Walls:

Tough enough?
The BDA examines the
principal issues surrounding
durability in brickwork.

Durability is an important and an integral part of any structural design. In
reinforced concrete structures, cover to
the reinforcement is one of the first
design parameters considered by the
engineer, and in steel structures some
form of protective coating, usually a

paint system, is almost always required.
On the other hand, masonry structures
in general and brickwork in particular
benefit from their inherent capability
to satisfy durability requirements. The
correct choice of materials and correct
detailing make brickwork structures
infinitely durable, requiring minimum
maintenance.
The main cause of deterioration in
brickwork is saturation; saturated brickwork is susceptible to frost action and
prolonged periods of saturation may
lead to sulfate attack, ie formation of
sufoaluminate hydrate or etringite,
which disrupts the joints if a suitable

mortar is not used. However, sulfate
attack occurs only if there is a considerable amount of water movement
through the brickwork and an
appreciable amount of C3A in the
cement; the maximum amount in
sulfate resisting cement is given as 3.5
per cent in BS 4027.
The specification for clay masonry
units, BS EN 771-1, divides the units
into two categories LD and HD. By
definition LD units have a low gross
density and are intended for use in
protected masonry. HD units are
intended for use in unprotected
masonry and have a higher gross

density of greater than 1000kg/m3.
There are further categories which
deal with durability in terms of frost
resistance and the potential for release
of soluble salts from the units, ie the
active soluble salt content. Table 1 gives
the appropriate designation/ value for
each category. Clearly there are no
‘durability’ concerns for LD units
because their use is limited to locations
where masonry is protected against
water penetration. Table 2, in conjunction with Figure 1, gives a summary
which will help designers in specifying
the correct materials for durable
brickwork structures.

Quality of bricks and appropriate mortar strength class/designation
Type of clay brick

Frost resistance
category

Soluble salt
content category

Low without freezing

LD, HD

F0, F1, F2

S0, S1, S2

M12, M6, M4
(i), (ii), (iii)

Low with freezing

HD

F1, F2

S0, S1, S2

M12, M6, M4
(i), (ii), (iii)

High without freezing

HD

F1, F2

S1, S2

M12, M6
(i), (ii)

High with freezing

HD

F2

S1, S2

M12, M6
(i), (ii)

Low

HD

F1, F2

S1, S2

M12, M6, M4
(i), (ii), (iii)

High

HD

F2

S1, S2

M12, M6
(i), (ii)

_

HD

F1, F2

S1, S2

M12, M6, M4
(i), (ii), (iii)

HD

F1, F2

S1

M12, M6
(i), (ii)

S2

M12, M6, M4
(i), (ii), (iii)

Risk of saturation

1) Below or near external
ground level

2) Unrendered other than 1) above

3) Rendered other than 1) above
4) Freestanding
a) With coping

_

F2

S1, S2

_

LD, HD

F0, F1, F2

S0, S1, S2

Low

HD

F1, F2

S1, S2

M12, M6, M4
(i), (ii), (iii)

High

HD

F2

S1, S2

M12, M6,
(i), (ii)

F1, F2

S2

M12, M6, M4
(i), (ii), (iii)

F1, F2

S1

M12, M6,
(i), (ii)

F2

S1, S2

DPC 1

DPC 1

Clay masonry units
Freeze/thaw resistance
category

HD
F0 – Passive exposure
F1 – Moderate exposure

F0
F1
F2

Not applicable

F2 – Severe exposure
Total % by mass not greater than

Active soluble salt
content

S0
S1
S2

Na+ + K+
No requirement
0,17
0,06

Mg2+
No requirement
0,08
0,03

Na+ + K+
No requirement
0,17
0,06

B Internal walls and inner leaves
of cavity walls above dpc

C Chimney stacks
1) Unrendered

Mg2+
No requirement
0,08
0,03
2) Rendered

_

HD

Table 1
Note: When the intended use of the product provides complete protection against
water penetration, eg a protective render, inner leaf of cavity walls and internal walls,
there is no requirement for active soluble salt content.

M12, M6
(i), (ii)

HD

b) With capping

LD

Mortar strength
class/designation

D Cappings, copings, sills

_

HD

E DPC

_

HD

M12, M6, M4, M2
(i), (ii), (iii), (iv)

M12
(i)

M12
(i)
DPC 2

DPC 2

F1, F2

S1, S2

M12
(i)

F1, F2

S1, S2

M12, M6
(i), (ii)

F2

S1, S2

M12
(i)

F Drainage
1) Surface water
2) Foul drainage

_

HD

G Earth retaining walls
1) With waterproofing on
retaining face

_

2) Without waterproofing on
retaining face

HD

Table 2
Note: Under certain circumstances, eg where S1 clay bricks are used in freestanding
walls with coping and in conditions of severe driving rain, further guidance and advice
is given in BS 5628-3:2005.

Figure 1
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